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ABSTRACT: Intracellular trafficking underlies cel-
lular functions ranging from membrane remodeling to
receptor activation. During multicellular organ develop-
ment, these basic cell biological functions are required as
both passive machinery and active signaling regulators.
Exocytosis, endocytosis, and recycling of several key
signaling receptors have long been known to actively reg-
ulate morphogenesis and pattern formation during Dro-
sophila eye development. Hence, intracellular membrane
trafficking not only sets the cell biological stage for recep-
tor-mediated signaling but also actively controls signaling
through spatiotemporally regulated receptor localization.
In contrast to eye development, the role of intracellular
trafficking for the establishment of the eye-to-brain con-
nectivity map has only recently received more attention.
It is still poorly understood how guidance receptors are
spatiotemporally regulated to serve as meaningful syn-

apse formation signals. Yet, the Drosophila visual system
provides some of the most striking examples for the
regulatory role of intracellular trafficking during multi-
cellular organ development. In this review we will first
highlight the experimental and conceptual advances that
motivate the study of intracellular trafficking during
Drosophila visual system development. We will then illu-
minate the development of the eye, the eye-to-brain con-
nectivity map and the optic lobe from the perspective of
cell biological dynamics. Finally, we provide a conceptual
framework that seeks to explain how the interplay of sim-
ple genetically encoded intracellular trafficking events
governs the seemingly complex cellular behaviors, which
in turn determine the developmental product. ' 2011
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INTRODUCTION

The Drosophila visual system comprises of the eyes

and optic lobes. The eye has been a powerful model

system to study basic questions of tissue morphogen-

esis, pattern formation, and underlying signaling

mechanisms for decades (Meinertzhagen and Hanson,

1993; Wolff and Ready, 1993). This is partly due to

the beauty and crystalline organization of both the

eye and the underlying brain regions, which greatly

facilitate the discovery and study of pattern forma-

tion. Maybe even more importantly, the Drosophila
eye has very practical experimental advantages: the

visual system is not required for viability under labo-

ratory conditions, and it is easily amenable to genetic

and other experimental manipulations. Consequently,

many discoveries of basic developmental mecha-

nisms were made possible by studies of Drosophila
visual system development, including the interplay of

transcriptional regulation and cell biology during eye
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development (see Kumar, 2011; Rister and Desplan,

2011), and the discovery and characterization of key

proteins in several signal transduction pathways

[reviewed in (Dickson and Hafen, 1993)].

The optic lobe comprises roughly half of the

Drosophila brain. It receives direct input from the

photoreceptors in the first optic ganglion, the lam-

ina. The layer-specific projections of photoreceptor

axons in the optic lobe and the formation of a vis-

ual map in the lamina in particular have yielded

important insights into the problem of brain wiring

and synaptic specification (Clandinin and Feldheim,

2009; Sanes and Zipursky, 2010). While the role

of intracellular trafficking in the signaling events

that lead to pattern formation in the eye has been

studied for a long time, the investigation of the

role of intracellular trafficking as part of the brain

wiring program has only recently become a

research focus. This is certainly at least partly due

to newly developed techniques that have only been

developed or become widely available in recent

years. The developments in two areas are most im-

portant and will be discussed below: first, molecu-

lar genetic manipulation of the visual system in
vivo and second, the imaging of the intact visual

system in vivo.
The classical advantage of the visual system as a

model for genetic manipulation has received a major

boost with the development of techniques to render

mutations homozygous only in photoreceptors and

visual interneurons in otherwise heterozygous ani-

mals (Stowers and Schwarz, 1999; Newsome et al.,

2000; Chotard et al., 2005). In combination with

other tricks from the Drosophila tool box, these

methods allow the easy generation of transgenic flies

in which a subset of photoreceptor cells can be ren-

dered mutant and negatively or positively labeled

with any combination of fluorescent proteins. In addi-

tion, the mutant and/or control cells can be

engineered to express additional transgenes for experi-

ments ranging from simple genetic rescue, to genetic

interaction and structure function studies of individual

proteins—all in otherwise wild type (heterozygous)

flies. Several genetics screens in Drosophila have been
performed to identify novel components that regulate

intracellular trafficking in the eye. Abnormal eye pig-

mentation can serve as readout for genes that regulate

protein delivery to lysosomes (Lloyd et al., 1998). For

example, acinus (dacn) has been identified as a regula-

tor of endosomal transport and autophagosomal matu-

ration (Haberman et al., 2010). Genetic modifier

screens in the eye have also led to unbiased discoveries

of trafficking components for general trafficking ma-

chinery (Simonsen et al., 2007), as well as for develop-

mental signaling pathways, such as epidermal growth

factor receptor (EGFR) and Notch (Eun et al., 2007;

Iyadurai et al., 2008).

The second major technological improvement

derives from dramatic advances of imaging tech-

nology in recent years. In light of the ability to

non-invasively monitor and \virtually dissect"
intact specimens, the small size of Drosophila has

become a considerable advantage. The Drosophila
visual system in particular is amenable to the

most advanced modern imaging in toto, i.e., a

complete eye–brain complex from a developing

fly fits under high-resolution laser scanning and

other live imaging microscopes (Williamson and

Hiesinger, 2010). In combination with the genetic

techniques mentioned above, almost any transgenic

animal can be generated where individual cells,

intracellular compartments, or proteins are labeled

with any kind of fluorophore to image cellular

and subcellular biology in vivo in a developing

eye–brain complex. It is arguably this combination

of technological advantages that allows the study

of intracellular trafficking in the development and

function of specialized neurons in their in vivo
and in situ context in ways that were previously

only possible in cell culture. In light of these two

major technological advances, it is maybe of little

surprise that the last few years have yielded rich

new insights into the cell biology, and membrane

trafficking in particular, of the developing visual

system.

In addition to technical challenges, the role of in-

tracellular trafficking has long posed a conceptual

challenge for the study of neural circuit formation

and synapse specification. While it is clear that mem-

brane trafficking and other cell biological machinery

are required for specific recognition and signaling

events (i.e., play a permissive role in the developmen-

tal program), it is more difficult to envision an active

role of intracellular trafficking in the actual synapse

specification process (i.e., an instructive role). A sim-

ilar debate has accompanied the study of cytoskeletal

dynamics in axon pathfinding for many years

(Dickson, 2001). It is maybe a little bit surprising that

so little attention has been given to intracellular traf-

ficking as part of the \brain making program," given

that examples for key roles of receptor trafficking in

signaling events underlying developmental processes

abound. Here, we will not provide a complete review

of all components of intracellular trafficking and their

roles in signaling in general; this topic is covered in

comprehensive and highly recommended reviews

elsewhere (Polo and Di Fiore, 2006; von Zastrow and

Sorkin, 2007; Sorkin and von Zastrow, 2009).
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Instead, we will focus on two topics: first, a more

specialized review of the recent literature on the reg-

ulation of signaling by intracellular trafficking in

visual system development, with emphasis on

selected studies in the fly eye and optic lobe. There

are several instances where signaling regulation

through intracellular trafficking has been character-

ized in various tissues for receptors that have key

roles in visual system development. We highlight

such examples with the idea that lessons may be

learned from other systems that may prove useful

for visual system development. However, we will

not systematically discuss everything that is known

about the trafficking regulation of the discussed sig-

naling pathways; instead, we try to focus on those

cases through which key lessons about the discussed

processes have been learned. Second, we provide a

conceptual approach to understanding the role of in-

tracellular trafficking in the larger developmental

context of eye and brain development. For this sec-

ond topic, the Drosophila visual system is uniquely

qualified, as the fly eye is arguably one of the best

characterized developmental model organs and fly

eye–brain wiring has become a popular model to

unravel the brain making program. The Drosophila
visual system thereby combines both an accessible

system for the study of cell biology as well as an

in vivo system to study cell biology in the context of

a multicellular organism.

We want to conclude this introduction by offering

a conceptual framework for the role of intracellular

trafficking for signaling in general. In principle, the

intersection of intracellular trafficking and signaling

is based on regulatory mechanisms of receptor signal-

ing from one of two places: signaling from the

plasma membrane or signaling-competent endo-

somes. Figure 1 shows the known mechanisms by

which signaling and intracellular trafficking regulate

Figure 1 Feedback between intracellular trafficking and signaling from the viewpoint of a sig-

naling receptor. Intracellular trafficking pathways are shown with black arrows; possible signaling

effects with red arrows. Note that intracellular trafficking can directly regulate signaling via sorting,

endocytosis, and exocytosis of receptors and signaling molecules. Furthermore, the signaling events

themselves can regulate the intracellular trafficking of the receptor, leading to more complicated

cellular behaviors by the interplay of simple mechanisms. See Introduction and Conclusion sections

for details.
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each other from the perspective of a signaling recep-

tor (black arrows). For each of the mechanisms,

excellent examples can be found in Drosophila visual

system development how trafficking regulates signal-

ing. These will be highlighted throughout the review.

Less is known about direct effects of developmental

signaling on the trafficking itself in this system (red

arrows). We speculate that such mechanisms exist

from the observation of highly coordinated intracellu-

lar and cellular behaviors. This meeting point of

signaling and trafficking may provide a key to

understanding the seemingly more complicated mul-

ticellular behaviors that govern pattern formation in

the visual system.

INTRACELLULAR TRAFFICKING IN
EYE DEVELOPMENT

Drosophila eye development originates from *20

progenitor cells of the eye primordia in the embry-

onic blastoderm under control of \master" transcrip-

tion factors, most prominently eyeless/Pax6 (Halder

et al., 1995; Gehring and Ikeo, 1999). These progeni-

tor cells give rise to an eye imaginal disc that devel-

ops during larval stages and pupation. The cells of

the undifferentiated eye imaginal disc are specified

and patterned in late larval and early pupal stages.

Drosophila eye development is reviewed in great

detail in many excellent reviews and book chapters,

including reviews by Kumar (2011) and Xia and

Ready (2011). Briefly, the pattern formation of the

eye starts with the morphogenetic furrow, a temporal

wave of cell differentiation that progress from poste-

rior to anterior. The morphogenetic furrow leaves a

crystalline-like pattern of differentiating cells in its

wake that transforms into around 800 single unit

eyes, called ommatidia. This feat of pattern formation

requires both coordinated biophysical properties

through intracellular membrane and cytoskeletal reg-

ulation as well as spatiotemporally regulated signal-

ing. Here, we will focus on the role of intracellular

trafficking in the regulation of signaling.

Early Eye Development: From the
Morphogenetic Furrow to Eye Patterning

The anterior progression of the morphogenetic furrow

is regulated by a concerted effort of signaling cas-

cades including the Hedgehog (Hh), Wingless (Wg),

BMP, JAK/STAT, EGFR, and Notch pathways.

Notch and EGFR act upstream of Hh, which func-

tions together with Decapentaplegic (Dpp) to drive

furrow initiation and progression, whereas Wg inhib-

its the progression (Treisman and Rubin, 1995;

Kumar and Moses, 2001; Baker, 2007; Roignant and

Treisman, 2009). One common theme of these path-

ways is that the ligands from the sending cells, either

transmembrane (Delta and Serrate) or secreted (Hh

and Wg), have to interact with transmembrane recep-

tors on the receiving cells. Membrane trafficking reg-

ulates the release and transport of the four secreted

signaling molecules that control eye development:

Unpaired (Upd), Wg, Dpp, and Hh. The trafficking

machinery regulates the secretion of ligands, trans-

portation to the site of action (either neighboring or

several cell diameters away), and the activation of in-

tracellular signaling components upon ligand binding

at the receiving cell, as shown in Figure 2.

During eye development, numerous intracellular

trafficking mechanisms have been characterized that

are required to regulate signaling by sorting these

ligands or ligand–receptor complexes. For example,

the novel adaptor protein Phyllopod regulates the traf-

ficking of components of both the Wingless and

Notch signaling pathways in early endocytic vesicles

(Nagaraj and Banerjee, 2009). The loss of phyllopod
causes accumulations of functional receptors in intra-

cellular compartments, which in turn causes gain-of-

function phenotypes for both Notch and Wingless.

Interestingly, phyllopod is a transcriptional target of

EGFR signaling during eye development (Nagaraj

and Banerjee, 2009). In a similar fashion, Unpaired,

the secreted ligand of the JAK/STAT pathway, is a

Notch target gene. The intracellular transport of Upd

is regulated by Erupted, a Tsg101 homolog that func-

tions in endosomal sorting and multivesicular body

formation. Defects in erupted result in elevated JAK/

STAT activity (Moberg et al., 2005; Gilbert et al.,

2009). These findings exemplify a common theme of

sorting and degradation in the downregulation of sig-

naling molecules intracellularly. Similar mechanisms

are observed for several intracellular trafficking or

degradation mutants during both eye development

and eye–brain wiring, as discussed below.

In the adult eye, each ommatidium contains eight

photoreceptors, R1–R8, which are specified by a

combination of many signaling pathways. During

development the R8 cell is the first differentiated

photoreceptor. The transcription factor atonal deter-
mines R8 cell fate behind the morphogenetic furrow,

with negative and positive regulation from Notch and

EGFR pathways, respectively (Frankfort and Mardon,

2002; Hsiung and Moses, 2002). The Notch signaling

pathway plays key roles in cell-fate specification in

the eye (Greenwald, 1998). It functions by enhancing

atonal expression [\proneural enhancement," (Baker
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and Yu, 1997)] and by inhibiting the neighboring

cells from adopting the pro-neuronal fate [\lateral in-
hibition," (Meir et al., 2002)]. Signaling through the

Notch receptor is triggered by its interaction with

either of the two transmembrane ligands, Delta, or

Serrate from the signaling cells. On binding its

ligand, Notch is sequentially cleaved, and the intra-

cellular domain translocates into the nucleus and

functions as a transcriptional co-activator of the target

genes (Mumm and Kopan, 2000; Weinmaster, 2000).

These cleavages also release the extracellular do-

main, which is \transendocytosed" into Delta-

expressing cells as a prerequisite for signaling (Sun

and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1996, 1997; Seugnet et al.,

1997; Parks et al., 2000). During wild type develop-

ment, Notch and Delta colocalize in endocytic

vesicles, and this colocalization is disrupted when

endocytosis is acutely blocked and prevents the inter-

nalization of Notch in the Delta-expressing cells

(Parks et al., 2000). Why is the endocytosis of Delta

and Notch required for signaling? Two prominent

models have been proposed [for review see (Le

Borgne et al., 2005)]. The first model suggests that

after binding to Notch, endocytosis of the ligand

exerts mechanical force required for cleavage and

release of the Notch intracellular domain (Parks et al.,

2000); the second model suggests that to be activated

(i.e., signaling-competent), Delta must be internalized

and processed in endosomes, and then recycled back

to the plasma membrane (Wang and Struhl, 2004).

During eye development, the endocytic epsin liquid
facets (lqf) is required for correct levels of Delta inter-

nalization. The enzyme Fat Facets (faf) deubiquitinates

Lqf to induce this internalization, which in turn leads

to increased Delta signaling (Overstreet et al., 2004).

The ubiquitin-dependent endocytosis of Delta is fur-

ther regulated by auxilin, a J-domain-containing pro-

tein known to cooperate with Hsc70 in the disassembly

of clathrin coats from clathrin-coated vesicles (Hage-

dorn et al., 2006). These examples highlight the impor-

tance of Delta endocytosis in the signaling cell for

Notch activation in the receiving cells.

Notch signaling is further regulated by activation

on the early endosomes in the receiving cells (Tien

et al., 2009). Several of the positive signaling regula-

tors/facilitators identified in recent years, including

Deltex, Syx7/Avl, Rabenosyn-5, and Vps45, are traf-

ficking components that may bring Notch to the

endosomes (Hori et al., 2004; Lu and Bilder, 2005;

Morrison et al., 2008). Deltex actively promotes the

relocalization and stabilization of Notch in the late

endosomes, from where Notch signaling can occur

Figure 2 Intracellular trafficking implicated in Drosophila visual system development. Shown

are the canonical intracellular trafficking routes. Notch and EGF receptors (red and green ovals,

respectively) and their ligands Delta and Spitz (small red oval, green circle) serve as example re-

ceptor–ligand pairs. Many other receptors are discussed in the text. Orange circles represent

secreted morphogens (Hh, Wg, Dpp, Upd). Text boxes highlight trafficking proteins that are dis-

cussed for their role in visual system development.
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(Hori et al., 2004). Rab5, Rabenosyn-5, Vps45, and

Syx7/Avl control entry into early endosomes;

downregulation of these genes results in loss of Notch

activity (Hori et al., 2004; Lu and Bilder, 2005;

Morrison et al., 2008). Since these genes are required

for general endocytic transport, it is likely that they

function non-selectively to regulate signaling path-

ways that need to enter endosomes (see Fig. 2).

Recent studies also implicate the v-ATPase, a pro-

ton pump that acidifies intracellular compartments, in

the regulation of Notch signaling (Nelson, 2003;

Forgac, 2007; Jefferies et al., 2008). While v-ATPase

acidification of lysosomes is required for the degrada-

tion of all endocytosed receptors, acidification of

early endosomes was recently shown to be required

specifically for Notch signaling (Yan et al., 2009;

Vaccari et al., 2010). Disruption of the v-ATPase reg-

ulator Rabconnectin-3 as well as several v-ATPase

subunits (vha55, vha68-2, vhaAC39, and vhaSFD)
impairs acidification of endosomal compartments

required for Notch activation. Interestingly, v-ATPase-

dependent acidification is required before the so-called

S3 cleavage, which releases the Notch intracellular

domain that translocates to the nucleus to regulate

transcription. This implies that S3 cleavage occurs on

endosomal compartments and thereby endosomes

actively regulate Notch signaling (Yan et al., 2009;

Vaccari et al., 2010).

Membrane transport downstream of early endo-

somes controls the inactivation and degradation of

internalized Notch. Disruption of endosomal sorting

proteins of the ESCRT-II complex cause intracellular

Notch accumulations in photoreceptors. In mutants

for vps36 these accumulations do not correlate with

increase Notch activity. This phenotype is similar to

mutations in car and dor, which possibly function

downstream of the ESCRT-II complex and are com-

ponents required for trafficking to lysosomes (Sev-

rioukov et al., 1999; Akbar et al., 2009). These results

suggest that Notch accumulates in signaling-inactive,

late endosomal, or degradative compartments in these

mutants (Vaccari et al., 2008). In contrast to vps36,
the two other ESCRT-II proteins vps22 and vps25 are

required to maintain a controlled level of Notch sig-

naling in the eye (Thompson et al., 2005; Herz et al.,

2009). Blockage of endosomal trafficking in vps25
results in endosomal accumulation of Notch receptor.

Similar to phyllopod mutant, these receptor accumu-

lations lead to increased Notch activity, which in

turn leads to ectopic expression of Upd and non-

autonomous cell proliferation (Thompson et al.,

2005; Vaccari and Bilder, 2005). These results show

that several endosomal sorting mechanisms exist that

regulate the timing of Notch signaling from signaling-

competent compartments. Taken together, a clear role

for endocytic regulation of Notch signaling has been

established for Drosophila visual system development.

Many more intracellular trafficking genes have been

identified by screening for Notch signaling regulators

in the eye (Shalaby et al., 2009). The numerous exam-

ples from other systems suggest that the underlying

cell biological mechanisms are shared with other cells

and signaling processes, and that the specific effects

on eye development are context-dependent.

Similar insights on the role of endosomal regula-

tion of receptor-mediated signaling come from the

studies of EGFR signaling in the Drosophila visual

system. EGFR is a transmembrane receptor tyrosine

kinase that dimerizes and transactivates itself on

binding of its ligand Spitz. In the developing eye, the

EGFR pathway regulates cell-fate determination (R8

cell maintenance), cell cycle progression, ommatidial

rotation, and cell survival (Freeman, 1996; Shilo,

2003). In photoreceptors, polarized secretion of the

EGFR ligand Spitz is required for proper develop-

ment of the signal-receiving cells. Spitz is secreted

from the cell bodies to trigger neurogenesis in nearby

cells (Tio and Moses, 1997), as well as from the axon

terminal for lamina patterning and will be discussed

in this context in Section \the Eye–Brain Connec-

tion" (Huang et al., 1998). Spitz requires activation

through intramembrane proteases of the rhomboid

class from a precursor protein (Freeman, 2009). Dif-

ferent Rhomboid proteases reside in different subcel-

lular compartments and regulate spatiotemporal acti-

vation of Spitz and consequently EGFR signaling in

the receiving cells. Specifically, Rhomboid-1 resides

in a late compartment of the secretory pathway in the

photoreceptor cell body, where Spitz secretion is

required for cell type specification and eye patterning.

In contrast, Spitz secretion from axons relies on

Rhomboid-3, which resides in extensions of the endo-

plasmic reticulum that extend all the way to the syn-

aptic terminal (Yogev et al., 2008, 2010). These find-

ings highlight an astounding level of cell biological

regulation of ligand secretion in space and time as a

means to regulate patterning of first the eye and sub-

sequently the axon target area with the same ligand–

receptor pair. It is furthermore a beautiful example

for specificity as a function of several simpler mecha-

nisms: First, photoreceptors generate the ligand pre-

cursor without the amount of synthesis being a rate-

limiting step; second, the ligand precursor traffics

through the ER and secretory pathway where it

encounters differentially compartmentalized Rhom-

boids that activate the ligand in a spatiotemporally re-

stricted manner. Differentially compartmentalized

Rhomboids therefore fulfill the requirements for play-
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ing \instructive" roles in regulating spatiotemporally

regulated EGFR signaling. The next question of course

is how the different Rhomboids are differentially local-

ized. We are tempted to speculate that simple, context-

dependent trafficking mechanisms ultimately underlie

the observed spatiotemporal specificity.

Similar to its ligand the EGF receptor is directly

regulated by endocytic trafficking during eye devel-

opment. For example, the phospholipid membrane

composition affects both EGFR and Notch signaling

through altered endocytosis (Weber et al., 2003). The

E3-ubiquitin ligase cbl plays a role for the ligand-

dependent inactivation of the EGFR through endocy-

tosis and lysosomal degradation. Loss of cbl causes
overgrowth, differentiation defects, and increased

ommatidial spacing, consistent with its role in nega-

tively regulating EGFR signaling (Wang et al., 2008).

Similarly, the tyrosine phosphatase Myopic promotes

EGFR signaling on Rab5-positive endosomal com-

partments (Miura et al., 2008). These findings are

consistent with the earlier finding that signaling from

endosomes is directly controlled by regulated pro-

gression to late endosomal compartments and degra-

dation (Lloyd et al., 2002).

Lessons From Intracellular Trafficking in Other
Tissues. Secretion of morphogens is thought to rely

on the canonical secretory pathway. Morphogens

reach their targets either by diffusion through extrac-

ellular space or transcytosis through cells (Freeman,

2002). Examples for both mechanisms of morphogen

transport have been described for the developing

wing disc and embryo. An effective means to distin-

guish between the diffusion and transcytosis model is

the acute blockage of endocytosis using the tempera-

ture-sensitive dynamin mutant shibirets. In the wing,

blocking of endocytosis by shibirets mutant clones

between signal sending cells and receiving cells do

not block movement of Dpp, Hh, and Wg, indicating

that endocytosis is not required for the movement of

these morphogens between cells (Strigini and Cohen,

1999; Belenkaya et al., 2004; Han et al., 2004). On

the other hand, endocytosis of Wg has been shown to

be a strong modulator of Wg signaling in the wing

(Seto and Bellen, 2006). In shibirets mutant embryos,

Wg dispersal is limited, favoring a role for planar

transcytosis in Wg signaling (Bejsovec and Wie-

schaus, 1995; Moline et al., 1999). In contrast, in cla-

thrin heavy chain (chc) mutants where clathrin-de-

pendent endocytosis is blocked, Wg spreads further

from the signaling cells, favoring the extracellular

diffusion model (Dubois et al., 2001). In addition, re-

ceptor-mediated endocytosis, followed by lysosomal

degradation, also plays an important role in shaping

the gradients by removing morphogen from extracel-

lular space, therefore downregulates the signaling

(Dubois et al., 2001; Han et al., 2004; Torroja et al.,

2004; Piddini et al., 2005). Since no comparable stud-

ies have to our knowledge been performed in the eye

disc, the precise role of morphogen endocytosis dur-

ing visual system development is currently unre-

solved.

Late Eye Development: Apoptosis,
Photoreceptor Positioning, and
Rhabdomere Development

After ommatidial assembly, excess interommatidial

cells are removed by apoptosis, which is controlled

by two antagonizing pathways: Notch provides pro-

death signals; whereas EGFR provides survival sig-

nals (Cagan and Ready, 1989; Miller and Cagan,

1998; Kurada and White, 1999; Yu et al., 2002).

Notch-induced programmed cell death in the interom-

matidial pigment cells is inhibited by chc hypomor-

phic alleles, indicating the requirement of clathrin-

dependent endocytosis for down-regulation of Notch

signaling (Peralta et al., 2009). The regulation of

EGFR by intracellular trafficking in interommatidial

cells has to our knowledge not been studied specifi-

cally in this cell type, but may have similarities with

EGFR signaling in other cells, as discussed above.

Intracellular trafficking also regulates photorecep-

tor positioning. Posterior to the morphogenetic fur-

row, as each photoreceptor differentiates, the nuclei

migrate apically while the axons extend basally into

the brain. Nuclear translocation is required during

eye development, as misregulation of the transloca-

tion causes abnormal eye morphology (Fan and

Ready, 1997). Moreover, misregulation of nucleus

positioning may be responsible for neurological dis-

orders such as lissencephaly in mammals (Olson and

Walsh, 2002; Vallee and Tsai, 2006). Recent findings

suggest a role of intracellular transport in regulating

photoreceptor positioning. The RabGAP RN-Tre

functions together with the endosomal GTPases Rab5

and Rab11, and is required for maintaining apical

localization of photoreceptor nuclei. Loss of rab5
or rab11, as well as misexpression of RN-Tre causes

R-cell nuclei mis-localization (Houalla et al., 2010).

However, whether the vesicular transport machinery

actively carries a specific protein to position the

nuclei or whether the endocytic pathway is passively

required is still unclear. Previously, it has been shown

that microtubule motors Dynein and Kinesin regulate

nuclei positioning by controlling microtubule

movement (Whited et al., 2004). One attractive
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model would be that a Rab5-Shi-Rab11 endocytic-

recycling pathway targets specific proteins, possibly

microtubule motors or regulators, to regulate photo-

receptor positioning.

To develop a functional photoreceptor, the light-

sensing membrane domain, the rhabdomere, must be

established in the apical membrane. The biogenesis

and maintenance of this subdomain is highly regu-

lated by intracellular trafficking, particularly by tar-

geted exocytosis for the transport of proteins to the

polarized membrane (Schuck and Simons, 2004).

Rhabdomere morphogenesis takes place during pupa-

tion, and rhodopsin and the phototransduction ma-

chinery are recruited in massive intracellular traffick-

ing processes. In the functioning photoreceptors,

Rhodopsin is converted into meta-rhodopsin by light,

subsequently phosphorylated by GPRK1 and

becomes bound to arrestins which quench its activity.

Interaction between Rhodopsin and arrestins leads to

the endocytosis and lysosomal degradation of Rho-

dopsin. There are several mechanisms that control

Rhodopsin activity, deregulation of which may lead

to retinal degeneration [for review see (Wang and

Montell, 2007)]. Rhodopsin transport and maturation

require Rab1 and Rab6 for Golgi-ER trafficking

(Satoh et al., 1997; Shetty et al., 1998). Rab11 func-

tions in post-Golgi transport of rhodopsin and tran-

sient receptor potential (TRP) to the photosensitive

organelles, independent of its previously known func-

tion in recycling endosomes (Satoh et al., 2005).

Rab11 functions together with its linker protein

dRip11 and the myosin motor MyoV; it further uti-

lizes the exocyst complex as an effector for apical

exocytosis via the association with Sec6 through

Sec5 (Beronja et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007). The turn-

over of Rhodopsin is tightly regulated by endocytosis.

Purturbation of the endocytic pathway by mutations

in Arr1 (Satoh and Ready, 2005), Arr2 (Cronin et al.,

2006), and AP2 (Orem et al., 2006) result in retinal

degeneration and photoreceptor cell death. The toxic-

ity caused by loss of Arr2 is decreased through

increasing endocytosis by Ceramidase (Acharya et

al., 2008). A recent study indicates a cross-talk

between the autophagy and endocytic pathways in

Rhodopsin degradation. Decreased autophagy

increases Rhodopsin accumulation in late endosomes,

thereby causing retinal degeneration, which can be

suppressed by rab7 overexpression (Midorikawa et

al., 2010). Although a previous study indicates that

inhibition of autophagy does not affect eye develop-

ment (Wang et al., 2009), this finding sheds light on

the protective roles for autophagy in retinal degenera-

tion (Midorikawa et al., 2010). In summary, the bio-

genesis, function, and maintenance of the rhabdomere

are actively regulated by several aspects of intracellu-

lar trafficking. Because the level of functional rho-

dopsin is critical for photoreceptor function and sur-

vival, intracellular trafficking may be utilized as an

active means to remove damaged rhodopsin and

replenish the site of function with newly synthesized

rhodopsin.

INTRACELLULAR TRAFFICKING IN
OPTIC LOBE DEVELOPMENT

Compared with the development of the eye and the

photoreceptors, less is known about the development

of the many cell types that characterize the optic

lobes. While photoreceptors are part of the peripheral

nervous system, all optic lobe neurons belong to the

central nervous system (CNS). Many of the mecha-

nisms that regulate signaling in the eye can be

expected to be similarly employed during optic lobe

development. However, two key features differentiate

neuronal development in the optic lobe from the eye

disc: First, CNS neurons develop over a longer period

of time, giving rise to more cell types and a more

complicated cellular environment. Second, a larger

number of neuronal and glial cells play a more impor-

tant role in the patterning of brain compartments as

well as individual neuronal development. Taken to-

gether these differences cause the optic lobe to be

seemingly even more complex than the eye, both in

structure and cellular makeup (Fischbach and

Hiesinger, 2008).

The optic lobe receives direct input from the pho-

toreceptors to processes motion, color and other vis-

ual features (Ting and Lee, 2007). Four major neuro-

pils contain the synaptic connections: the lamina, me-

dulla, lobula, and the lobula plate. The optic lobe

progenitor cells arise during embryonic development

and neuronal differentiation continues throughout the

larval stages (Goodman and Doe, 1993; Truman et al.,

1993). Onset of neuronal differentiation in the CNS

therefore precedes photoreceptor differentiation during

eye development. Consequently, differentiation in the

optic lobe anlagen mostly commences several days

before brain wiring begins, with the exception of the

induction of lamina neuron specification by ingrowing

photoreceptors, as discussed in the Section \the Eye–

Brain Connection." In contrast to most optic lobe neu-

rons, photoreceptor axons select postsynaptic targets

little more than two days after differentiation. This

simple temporal difference in development has pro-

found effects on the requirements for intracellular traf-

ficking and degradation machinery, as discussed

below. In the following sections, we will review the
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role of intracellular trafficking on early optic lobe de-

velopment (differentiation) and late optic lobe devel-

opment (brain wiring) separately.

Early Optic Lobe Development: Cell
Type Specification and Optic Anlagen
Patterning

Neural differentiation depends on a plethora of sig-

naling pathways that regulate transcription factors

that in turn direct transcriptional programs underlying

cell fate. Similar to the developing eye, numerous

signaling pathways intersect and the spatiotemporal

dynamics of signaling molecules is highly regulated

by cell biological machinery. Again the EGFR and

Notch pathways serve as key opposing patterning

forces. They work in concert to regulate the proneural

wave, which is a progression of neuroblast differen-

tiation in the outer optic anlagen. This wave initially

occurs in the medial neuroepithelium and moves lat-

erally in the region of the outer optic anlagen that

becomes the medulla (Daniel et al., 1999; Egger

et al., 2010; Yasugi et al., 2010). The role of EGFR

signaling is to promote neurogenesis in the proneural

wave (Yasugi et al., 2008, 2010) while Notch signal-

ing represses neuroblast differentiation and favors

keeping progenitors in their neuroepithelial state

(Egger et al., 2010; Yasugi et al., 2010). Regulation

of Notch and EGFR signaling by intracellular traf-

ficking has been studied in much greater detail in the

eye than the optic lobe and is discussed in the previ-

ous section on eye development.

Glial cells are of special importance in optic lobe

development and brain development in general. The

role of glia in eye development is reviewed in detail

in this issue (Yuva-Aydemir and Klämbt, 2011). De-

velopmental glial cell migration requires cell–cell

interactions between glia and neurons. A molecule

identified to be important for glial migration in the

lamina is the axonal scaffolding protein Dachsous

(Ds). Ds mutants cause both axonal guidance defects

and migration defects of glia in the optic lobe (Dear-

born and Kunes, 2004). How Ds may be regulated by

intracellular trafficking is not known. However, glial

cell migration along motor axons during embryo de-

velopment is mediated by cell adhesion molecules

such as the guidance receptor Fasciclin 2, which is

found in specific cells of the optic lobe, including

lamina monopolar neurons (Schneider et al., 1995;

Silies and Klambt, 2010). There are neuronal- and

glial-specific isoforms of Fasciclin 2 that interact to

direct glial migration. At points where neuronal-Fas-

ciclin 2 concentrations are low in motor neuron axons,

the glia continues to migrate down the axon. However,

at axonal segments with higher concentrations of neuro-

nal-Fasciclin 2, the glia stops migrating. Fasciclin 2 par-

tially co-localizes with endocytic markers Rab4, Rab5,

and Rab11. Expression of shibirets or a dominant nega-

tive form of Rab4 in neurons causes a disruption of the

gradient in stage 16 embryo (Silies and Klambt, 2010).

For more details, see the chapter by Yuva-Aydemir and

Klämbt (2011) in this issue. As discussed later, Fasci-

clin 2 is affected by trafficking mutants, such as sec15
and v100, in the optic lobe and photoreceptors (Mehta

et al., 2005; Williamson et al., 2010b). How these

mutants affect glia migration in the optic lobe has not

been characterized. Glia also provides important trophic

support necessary for neuronal survival. Studies in

which glia are genetically ablated by mutating drop
dead or repo leads to the loss of neurons in the optic

lobe (Buchanan and Benzer, 1993; Xiong and Montell,

1995). What trophic factors are provided by glial cells

in the optic lobe is unknown.

Several pathways, including Notch, JAK/STAT,

Dpp, and Hh have been implicated glial development.

Dpp functions upstream of the transcription factors

gcm and gcm2, which are found in glial cells in the

optic lobe. Cells mutant for dpp signaling in the vis-

ual system cause a loss of glial differentiation in lam-

ina (Yoshida et al., 2005). Gain-of-function of either

gcm or gcm2 in the developing optic lobe can lead to

ectopic gliogenesis in the medulla (Chotard et al.,

2005). As discussed in the eye section, mutations in

the ESCRT-II protein vps25 cause accumulations of

Notch and Dpp (Vaccari and Bilder, 2005). Since to

our knowledge there are no corresponding trafficking

studies specifically for glia development in the optic

lobe, we refer to our discussion of these mechanisms

in Section \Intracellular Trafficking in Eye Develop-

ment." In summary, there is a dearth of studies spe-

cifically studying intracellular trafficking during early

optic lobe development. However, several of the sig-

naling receptors and neuronal and glial regulators

involved in early optic lobe development have been

studied in other systems, as highlighted below.

Lessons From Intracellular Trafficking in Other
Tissues. The proneural wave during optic lobe devel-

opment is negatively regulated by JAK/STAT signal-

ing through the transmembrane receptor domeless
(dome) and one of three ligands Unpaired1, 2, 3

(Upd1, Upd2, Upd3) (Yasugi et al., 2008; Flaherty et

al., 2009). JAK/STAT signaling is initially located in

the far lateral neuroepithelium cells of the outer optic

anlage, in the region that will eventually become the

lamina. Loss of JAK/STAT signaling causes prema-

ture neuroblast differentiation from the neuroepithe-
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lium at the expense of other cell types (including glia)

and affects optic lobe patterning, similar to notch
mutants (Yasugi et al., 2008; Ngo et al., 2010). To our

knowledge, there are no studies on the intracellular

regulation of JAK/STAT specifically in the optic lobe.

However, detailed studies in Drosophila follicle cells

of the egg chamber, the larval wing imaginal disc and

cell culture reveal key aspects of the regulation of

JAK/STAT signaling by endocytic trafficking

(Devergne et al., 2007; Vidal et al., 2010). On Upd

binding to Dome, the receptor–ligand complex under-

goes clathrin-dependent endocytosis. Dome co-local-

izes with the early endosome markers 2xFYVE and

Rab5, and the late endosomal marker Rab7 but not the

recycling endosome marker Rab11. In the earlier

study, numerous mutants of the endolysosomal path-

way including chc rab5, hrs, and deep orange (but not
rab11) are reported to disrupt JAK/STAT signaling

(Devergne et al., 2007). This is in contrast to a recent

re-investigation of the relationship of JAK/STAT sig-

naling and endocytic regulation using a genome-wide

RNAi screen approach (Vidal et al., 2010). In contrast

to the earlier study, the authors find evidence for a neg-

ative regulatory function of endocytosis. Whereas

Devergne et al., (2007) suggest that endocytosis is

required for signaling (consistent with signaling on

endosomes), the later findings suggest that endocytosis

turns signaling off, consistent with signaling from the

plasma membrane (comp. Fig. 1). However, the obser-

vations by Devergne et al. (2007) that mutations in

components of early endocytosis (rab5, chc), endosome

maturation (hrs) as well as late endosomes/lysosomes

(deep orange) all lead to loss of signaling is unusual

and not easily explained with signaling on endosomes.

In this scenario, loss of rab5 function should indeed

impair signaling, but not hrs, a protein required for the

maturation of signaling endosomes that functions in

turning signaling off (Lloyd et al., 2002). If Upd/Dome

signaling is actively regulated from early endosomal

compartments, hrs mutants would be expected to ex-

hibit increased signaling. Finally, deep orange has been
shown to affect downstream degradation of lysosomes

or lysosome-related organelles. Vidal et al. (2010) sug-

gested that the difference between their work and the

previously published results in the study by Devergne

et al. (2007) could be due to an alteration of cell fate,

but the two sets of data remain to be fully reconciled.

Late Optic Lobe Development: Axon
Pathfinding and Synaptic Specification

The study of intracellular trafficking in the cells of

the optic lobe is technically more difficult than sub-

cellular resolution studies in the eye or wing discs.

Consequently, few studies exist that directly test in-

tracellular trafficking in CNS neurons of the optic

lobe. However, an important experimental advantage

for the study of optic lobe neurons comes from

genetic tools. Most importantly, the original eyFLP

systems (Stowers and Schwarz, 1999; Newsome

et al., 2000) render thousands of optic lobe neurons

mutant that are dispensible for viability under labora-

tory conditions (Chotard et al., 2005; Mehta et al.,

2005; Williamson et al., 2010b). This allows the

genetic study for mutants that affect any stage of optic

lobe development without causing early lethality. Sim-

ilarly, at least one Gal4 driver line (Mz1369-Gal4) has

been described that strongly and selectively expresses

in the developing optic lobes during early development

and expresses in other CNS neurons only during pupa-

tion (Hiesinger et al., 1999). Therefore, it is possible to

express transgenes specifically in the developing optic

lobe. Together, these tools allow for tissue-

specific loss-of-function and gain-of-function studies

of this brain region during development.

Using the optic lobe and photoreceptor-specific

eyFLP technique, the exocyst component sec15 was

identified to function in both photoreceptors and optic

lobe neurons (Mehta et al., 2005). The exocyst complex

was originally identified in yeast where it functions in

polarized secretion (Hsu et al., 2004). In Drosophila,
different exocyst components have strikingly different

phenotypes in the developing visual system. Specifi-

cally, mutations in the core subunits sec5 and sec6
cause a complete ablation of the eye (Murthy et al.,

2003; Beronja et al., 2005). In contrast, sec15 is only

required for polarized trafficking of a subset of cargo

vesicles and its loss leads to axonal accumulations of

receptors and signaling molecules in developing photo-

receptors and optic lobe neurons (Mehta et al., 2005).

Interestingly, Sec15 is an effector of Rab11, the defin-

ing marker of recycling endosomes (Jafar-Nejad et al.,

2005; Wu et al., 2005). However, Rab11 has numerous

functions, not all of which can be ascribed to a canoni-

cal recycling endosome, e.g., Rhodopsin trafficking as

described above. The precise function of Sec15/Rab11-

mediated polarized secretion remains unclear.

Similar to mutations in sec15, loss of the synaptic

vesicle SNARE n-syb in optic lobe neurons causes

defects only after cell type differentiation and axon

pathfinding (Hiesinger et al., 1999). Furthermore,

both sec15 and n-syb mutants lead to intracellular

guidance receptor accumulations, albeit for different

receptors. The onset of receptor accumulations in

n-syb mutants precedes synapse formation, making it

unlikely that loss of neurotransmitter release is re-

sponsible for the developmental defects. This conclu-
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sion is corroborated by the characterization of a sensi-

tive time period before synapse formation during

which n-syb function is developmentally required

(Rister and Heisenberg, 2006). The observation that

n-Syb functions as a neuron-specific vesicle SNARE

in intracellular membrane fusion suggests that n-syb
functions in intraneuronal receptor trafficking in addi-

tion to synaptic vesicle exocytosis.

The vesicular ATPase has a role in Notch-depend-

ent early development, as discussed in Section \Intra-
cellular Trafficking in Eye Development" (Yan et al.,

2009; Vaccari et al., 2010). These defects are presum-

ably due to complete loss of v-ATPase function. In

contrast, loss of the neuron-specific subunit a1 (v100)
only causes neuron-specific phenotypes. In photore-

ceptors, loss of v100 first causes a loss of neurotrans-

mitter release (Hiesinger et al., 2005) and then,

through a different mechanism, adult-onset degenera-

tion (Williamson et al., 2010a). Curiously, loss of

v100 does not cause any developmental phenotypes in

photoreceptors, yet results in dramatic axonal mistar-

geting in the optic lobes (Williamson et al., 2010b).

V100 underlies a neuronal sort-and-degrade mecha-

nism that increases neuronal degradative capacity.

Loss of the v100-dependent degradation mechanism

only becomes developmentally detrimental during the

longer developmental time period of CNS neuronal

development in the optic lobe, but not in photorecep-

tors. Specific manipulations of the v100-dependent
degradation pathway can be utilized to sort presum-

ably all actively sorted receptors in the endolysosomal

system into degradation-incompetent compartments.

This may serve as a means to spatiotemporally char-

acterize actively sorted receptors in different neuronal

compartments during development and function (Wil-

liamson et al., 2010b). The v100-dependent degrada-
tion mechanism is also an example of a permissive or

passive cell biological mechanism that, in combina-

tion with other such mechanisms, can lead to highly

specific intracellular sorting, as discussed in Section

\the Eye–Brain Connection."
The axons of photoreceptors R1–R6 which form

the primary visual map in the lamina proceed to tar-

get selection between two layers of glia in the distal

optic lobe. The theme of boundary or compartment

formation as a function of glia is persistent through-

out much of brain development. Such boundaries sep-

arate specific brain regions from one another, for

example, the separation between the lobula and lam-

ina (Edwards and Meinertzhagen, 2010). Lamina glia

secretes the ligand Slit where it acts to prevent cell

mixing during development. Similarly, cells of the

lobula cortex specifically express multiple Round-

about (Robo) family receptors, effectively compart-

mentalizing the optic lobe (Tayler et al., 2004).

Unfortunately, there are to our knowledge no studies

on the intracellular trafficking of Slit or Robo specifi-

cally in cells of the developing optic lobe. However,

intracellular sorting that tightly regulates the spatio-

temporal localization of Robo has been described in

detail for axonal midline crossing in the Drosophila
embryo (Keleman et al., 2002; Keleman et al., 2005).

Here, during a brief time window, Robo is removed

from the membrane to allow axonal midline crossing

once. The time window is kept short by the limited

expression of the intracellular sorting receptor Com-

missureless (Comm). Indeed, the sorting of Robo by

Comm is one of the best examples of a highly specific

active role of intracellular sorting in a very distinct

axon pathfinding choice.

THE EYE–BRAIN CONNECTION

Photoreceptor neurons extend axons into the develop-

ing larval brain soon after cell type specification. Of

the eight subtypes of photoreceptors, R1–R6 termi-

nate in the first optic ganglion, the lamina, whereas

R7 and R8 project through the lamina and terminate

in the second optic neuropil, the medulla. The R1–R6

photoreceptor terminals undergo an elaborate lateral

reorganization that yields as many synaptic cartridges

in the visual map in the brain as there are ommatidia

in the adult eye. These cartridges contain each one

R1–R6 terminal from the six photoreceptors that

\see" the same point in space. Strikingly, the cell

bodies of these six photoreceptors reside in six differ-

ent ommatidia in the eye due to the anatomical fea-

ture of separate light-sensitive elements under the

same lens. The wiring principle of combining axons

from photoreceptors that \see" the same point in

space in a single synaptic ensemble is called neural

superposition. The developmental program that

underlies this principle has received much attention

as a feat of synapse-specific wiring (Clandinin and

Zipursky, 2000; Hadjieconomou et al., 2010). Similar

to R1–R6 targeting and sorting in the lamina, the

layer-specific sorting of R7 and R8 terminals in the

medulla has become a powerful model to unravel the

molecules and signaling that orchestrate neural circuit

formation (Melnattur and Lee, 2011).

The formation of this retinotopic map in the brain

is guided by a temporal wave of differentiation of the

photoreceptor neurons in the developing eye disc that

translates into a wave of axon terminal arrivals in the

brain. The process by which the terminals of R1–R6

correctly sort into their cognate cartridges is still

poorly understood. However, key features of this de-
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velopmental program have been determined, includ-

ing the idea that visual map formation does not

require visual input or activity (Hiesinger et al.,

2006). The evidence against a role of activity in vis-

ual system development is two-fold: First, mutations

in genes that exclusively function in the generation

and conduction of electrical potentials as well as neu-

rotransmitter release do not affect visual system

development or synaptic connectivity. This includes

the precise number of synapses formed by each indi-

vidual photoreceptor terminal in the lamina. Second,

mutations identified in a large scale screen for syn-

apse development and function provided a clear dis-

section of genetically separable parts of the develop-

mental program. Specifically, the program for the

generation of a fixed and precise number of synapses

is cell-autonomous in photoreceptors and independent

of the earlier sorting of photoreceptors into correct

cartridges, as described above. Hence, each photore-

ceptor autonomously generates a fixed and precise

number of synapses that is independent of the nature

of the synaptic contacts or their activity (Hiesinger

et al., 2006). These findings establish the primary vis-

ual map in the fly as a genetically encoded system.

What is the role of cell biological machinery as

part of this genetic program? Wg and Dpp secretion

is required in the target field for proper neuronal dif-

ferentiation (Kaphingst and Kunes, 1994). The devel-

opment of lamina neurons is induced by secretion of

the signaling proteins Hh and Spitz from the axons of

the photoreceptors (Huang and Kunes, 1996; Huang

et al., 1998). Secretion of Spitz is spatiotemporally

regulated by a cell biological mechanism based on

differential compartmentalization of intramembrane

proteases of the rhomboid class, as described in the

section on eye development. Interestingly, a specific

rhomboid (Rho-3) is spatiotemporally localized in

extensions of the endoplasmic reticulum at the axon

termini to specifically generate Spitz for patterning of

postsynaptic targets in the lamina (Yogev et al., 2008,

2010). The intracellular trafficking pathway required

for secretion is thought to be the canonical secretory

pathway.

Intracellular trafficking can regulate the spatiotem-

poral localization of receptors, as discussed below, or

complete organelles. The latter phenomenon is

maybe best demonstrated by the identification of the

mitochondrial adaptor protein Milton in photorecep-

tors (Stowers et al., 2002; Glater et al., 2006). Milton

acts by recruiting the kinesin heavy chain to mito-

chondria and its loss of function leads to accumula-

tion of mitochondria in the cell body and absence of

mitochondria at synapses. Mutations in a different

kinesin (kinesin-3) have revealed transport vesicles

that carry components for synapse maturation (Pack-

Chung et al., 2007). In both cases, the transport of or-

ganelles is required for the further development and

function of synapses and represents a simple and

highly specific trafficking mechanism as part of the

developmental program.

The key proteins thought to orchestrate axon path-

finding, visual map formation, and optic lobe devel-

opment are guidance cues that serve as attractive or

repellent cell–cell or cell–matrix recognition signals.

Guidance cues are either transmembrane receptors or

secreted proteins that, similar to morphogens, bind to

receptors at varying distances in the developing

organ. Guidance receptors are membrane-bound

transmembrane proteins that typically act as adhesion

proteins via their extracellular domain and contain

adaptor or direct signaling activity on their intracellu-

lar domain. A hallmark of guidance receptor expres-

sion during brain wiring is spatiotemporal dynamics.

Figure 3 shows examples for the guidance receptors

Roughest, Fasciclin 2, and N-Cadherin (Ramos et al.,

1993; Lin and Goodman, 1994; Lee et al., 2001).

Indeed, several mutants have recently been identified

that affect the dynamics of spatiotemporal guidance

receptor localization and that consequently lead to

photoreceptor wiring defects. In the study by Hie-

singer et al. 2006, the synapses in more than 50

mutants were analyzed with transmission electron mi-

croscopy; 75% of these mutants exhibited defects in

synaptic partner selection, but not synapse formation

itself. Interestingly, almost all of the developmental

mutants also exhibited clear ultrastructural defects of

their intracellular vesicle composition. Several of

these mutants have already been characterized,

including the exocyst component sec15 (Mehta et al.,

2005) and the vesicular ATPase component v100
(Hiesinger et al., 2005), both of which are described

in more detail in the previous section on optic lobe

development. These mutants are similar to the earlier

description of the vesicle SNARE neuronal synapto-
brevin (n-syb): in all cases intracellular trafficking

defects affect the spatiotemporal localization of

guidance receptors. None of these mutants affects

photoreceptor differentiation, early development or

axon pathfinding in photoreceptors, yet have severe

effects on optic lobe development (Hiesinger et al.,

1999; Hiesinger et al., 2005; Mehta et al., 2005; Wil-

liamson et al., 2010a,b). At least for V100 it is now

clear that this difference is not due to different func-

tions in the different cell types, but rather due to the

context-dependency of the same function in different

neurons. Specifically, as described in the previous

section, photoreceptor development proceeds faster

than CNS neuronal development, changing the
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requirement for intracellular trafficking machinery,

such as degradation machinery (Williamson et al.,

2010b). In addition, each of these genes is either neu-

ron-specific or strongly enriched in neurons. Taken

together, these observations suggest that neurons

employ specialized intracellular trafficking machin-

ery for the establishment of synaptic connectivity

downstream of axon pathfinding.

What have we learned so far about specific func-

tions of intracellular trafficking for eye-brain wiring

from trafficking mutant like sec15, n-syb, and v100?
None of these trafficking regulators has pinpointed an

\instructive" signal that controls a specific localiza-

tion or signaling event for a specific guidance recep-

tor. Instead, all three exert simple cell biological

functions that make sense only in the light of many

interconnected cell biological processes. Specifically,

sec15 is required for the axonal trafficking of a subset

of receptors and signaling components during visual

map formation, but there is no evidence that it

actively regulates the localization of a certain recep-

tor during a specific developmental time window.

Loss of either n-syb or v100 leads to slow develop-

mental intracellular protein accumulations that again

are not specific to a distinct guidance receptor.

Instead, v100 is part of a neuron-specific endolyso-

somal degradation mechanism that does not affect

photoreceptor development within the short time

frame of eye development, but causes guidance re-

ceptor signaling defects during the longer time frame

of CNS neuron development in the optic lobe. How-

ever, loss of v100 in photoreceptors reveals a differ-

ent strategy employed to achieve specificity: only

receptors that undergo active turnover in the endoly-

sosomal system in a spatiotemporally specific manner

are subject to v100-dependent accumulation. This is

best demonstrated with a mutant version of v100 that

re-routes all actively trafficked receptors into degra-

Figure 3 Three guidance receptors implicated in visual system development. (A, B) Roughest

resides in a punctate pattern in axons during axon pathfinding and visual map formation and

becomes restricted to synaptic neuropils during synapse formation. (C, D) Fasciclin 2 resides

evenly on photoreceptor axons throughout visual map formation. (E, F) N-Cadherin is enriched in

areas of future and ongoing synapse formation. Guidance Receptors are labeled in green; synapses

labeled for Synaptotagmin in blue.
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dation-incompetent compartments (Williamson et al.,

2010a,b). Interestingly, only receptors that are syn-

thesized and transported to either the cell body or the

synapse are subject to V100-dependent sorting and

degradation at the respective places, e.g., Rst during

eye patterning only in the cell bodies and the proto-

cadherin Flamingo only at synapses during visual

map formation (Williamson et al., 2010b). It can eas-

ily be envisioned that these receptors are also subject

to another simple cell biological mechanism that reg-

ulates their synthesis and trafficking. The specificity

for the precise spatiotemporal localization would then

be a function of the intersection of these simple cell

biological mechanisms. In other words, complicated

spatiotemporal dynamics of a single receptor are

likely to be the result of the dynamic interplay of sev-

eral simple intracellular trafficking mechanisms, none

of which is intrinsically \instructive."
The dynamics of guidance receptors provides

insight into what intracellular mechanisms may

underlie their seemingly complicated spatiotemporal

trafficking. For the examples shown in Figure 3, Rst

and Fasciclin 2 show highly dynamic changes in their

cellular and subcellular localization profiles, whereas

N-Cadherin always appears synaptic. Indeed, Rst and

Fas2 require active downregulation at distinct time

points of axon pathfinding and target recognition

(Schneider et al., 1995). Correspondingly, overex-

pression of either receptor leads to pathfinding

defects that are worse than the null mutants. In con-

trast, overexpression of N-Cadherin causes no eye–

brain wiring defects (Williamson et al., 2010b). A

class of guidance receptors that has received a lot of

recent attention for the ability to generate an extraor-

dinary amount of isoforms is Dscam1 (Hattori et al.,

2008; Schmucker and Chen, 2009). Curiously, the

generation of many isoforms in the same neuron,

rather than solving the brain wiring puzzle, would

provide a formidable challenge for intracellular traf-

ficking dynamics to regulate different spatiotemporal

dynamics. Indeed, recent work has established that

the principle mode of action for these receptors is the

expression of cell-specific isoforms for the purpose of

self-recognition and avoidance. This function is a

beautiful example for a simple mechanism that, only

in concert with other (possibly equally simple) mecha-

nisms, leads to complicated cellular behaviors and ulti-

mately wiring patterns, as recently shown for the pre-

cise multi-partner synapses formed by photoreceptors

in the lamina (Millard et al., 2010). However, the func-

tions as a constant self-avoidance receptor may not

require tightly regulated spatiotemporal dynamics,

similar to N-Cadherin. A picture emerges wherein spa-

tiotemporally controlled turnover rates of specific

guidance receptors inform us about their utilization

and cell biological regulation during brain wiring.

In summary, the functions so far identified for in-

tracellular trafficking machinery suggest simple cell

biological mechanisms or \sub-programs" during late

photoreceptor and brain development as outlined in

Figure 1. For example, the neuronal intracellular sort-

ing and degradation mechanism discussed above is

defined by only a few proteins. During early develop-

ment, this mechanism is not critical for receptor

sorting during cell differentiation. In contrast, the

necessity to sort large numbers of different receptors

during the establishment of synaptic connectivity

requires constant receptor turnover for other sorting

mechanisms to function. Hence, the same genetically

encoded cell biological mechanism only becomes

part of the developmental program for brain wiring,

but not cell differentiation. Conceptually, this idea is

consistent with the more general observation that vis-

ual map formation can be genetically dissected into

simple developmental sub-programs. We propose

that the appearance of complexity in the develop-

mental product is the outcome of a concatenation of

simple processes, as discussed below.

ON THE ROLE OF INTRACELLULAR
TRAFFICKING IN VISUAL SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT OR HOW SIMPLE
MECHANISMS ENCODE COMPLICATED
PATTERNS

We have reviewed many examples how cell biological

machinery, and intracellular trafficking in particular,

govern the development of the eye and its connection to

the brain. A common theme of these examples is the

simplicity of the underlying cell biological mechanisms.

No single intracellular trafficking process determines

pattern formation in the eye or the synaptic specificity

in the brain. Yet, we know that tightly regulated intra-

cellular trafficking is required for the dynamic and

precise endo-/exo-cytosis of receptors and signaling

events that determine the developmental product.

The most straightforward and widely assumed

functions of intracellular trafficking during pattern

formation in general, and brain wiring in particular,

are simple mechanisms that are typically described as

\permissive." The idea is that basic machinery,

including energy from ATP as well as membranes

and cytoskeleton, must be present but plays no active

or \information-containing" role. Mutations that

cause loss of energy, membrane, or cytoskeletal

dynamics will certainly affect pattern formation and

brain wiring. However, little may be learned from such
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mutants about how developmental processes are

encoded. This is because they themselves are just ma-

chinery or substrates, but contain no information about

the developmental program. In contrast, \instructive"
mechanisms actively direct developmental processes

through signaling or biophysical mechanisms in chang-

ing cell shape etc. This distinction has been extensively

discussed for the role of cytoskeletal dynamics during

axon pathfinding (Dickson, 2001). Since then the quest

for cell biological mechanisms that instruct pattern for-

mation, axon pathfinding and synaptic partner choices

has become somewhat of a holy grail.

The individual cell biological mechanisms

reviewed here are simple and uncover little in the

direction of instructive cell biological mechanism for

eye patterning or synapse-specific wiring. Yet, the

same cell biological mechanisms reveal intracellular

spatiotemporal trafficking dynamics that determine

the often instructive regulation of signaling receptors.

Indeed, the discussion of an instructive role of attrac-

tive or repellent guidance receptor signaling is only

intelligible in light of tightly regulated spatiotemporal

localization. The transcription and translation of a

guidance receptor is not any more \instructive" than

the cell biological machinery that governs its spatio-

temporal dynamics. Information about the develop-

mental program is not encoded in either sets of genes,

but in the interplay of intracellular trafficking and

receptor signaling, as suggested in Figure 1. More

generally, we therefore propose that \instructive"
mechanisms can arise from the dynamic interplay of

\permissive" machinery. The study of molecular

mechanisms at the level of vesicle trafficking, sorting,

or degradation may reveal little about how the eye or

the brain is put together. Similarly, the study of

molecular mechanisms of single receptors and their

signaling is more often described as \instructive,"
but really does not reveal where the information for

the developmental product comes from any more

than the cell biological machinery. We therefore

argue that the concatenation of simple genetically

encoded processes and the ensuing dynamic interplay

of these processes are sufficient to give rise to the

seeming complexity of the developmental product,

including the synaptic specificity of genetically

encoded neural circuits. The Drosophila visual sys-

tem, including its hard-wired eye-brain connection,

may come to serve as a key model to decipher this

dynamic interplay and developmental program.
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